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Welcome to the August Newsletter
August Meeting
 Members workshop – focus on potting deciduous trees & evergreens. Sue will demonstrate a repot for newer members.
 Member styling hotspot

From the June Members Styling Hotspot, David
showed his Melaleuca. He said that after Lee’s talk

on natives earlier in the year, he decided to givenatives a go. He explained that he developed the
branching along this beautifully curved trunk-line.
More work needs to be done on developing the
smaller trunk so that the curvature mimics the

main tree and the bonsai will then be potted in a
more appropriate pot. Well done David!

In this issue:
 So You Want to Make a Concrete Pot? By Chris – page 2  Grant Bowie restyles Japanese Black Pine at 2016 AABC- page 3 Grant Bowie’s “notes” at 2016 AABC: Overview of Yearly cycle of Japanese

Black Pine – pages 3-4 Melaleuca Styling by Quentin Valentine at 2016 AABC – page 5-6 Natives, Home-made pots & Events Calendar  - page 6

Some reminders: 
Membership dues for the coming year: While we had a great response in July, this is a gentle reminder to those who still have outstanding dues for the coming year. 
Car Access to Green Square Community Hall: You need to enter the car parking area via Portman Street. See the map attachment on distribution email for details.

Australian National Bonsai Association Saturday 6th August 2016 10.00 am. –1.00 pm. East Ryde Scout Hall 25B John Miller St. Ryde.Sale of National Bonsai Group membersexcess stock and bonsai materials Comealong and grab a bargain 
Bonsai Market Day



SO YOU WANT TO MAKE A CONCRETE POT BY CHRIS
 So You Want to Make a Concrete Pot?
  By Chris
 If you are keen to have a go at making pots and cannot get access to a kiln and other clay pot making paraphernalia, concrete pots are a possibility. I do not profess to be an expert on concrete pots but I can relate my less-than- exhausting knowledge and experience with making this  type of pot. 
 To start with let’s clear up concrete terminology. Concrete  is a mix of coarse aggregate (gravel); fine aggregate (sand); cement; and water. Mortar is a mix of sand, lime, cement  and water. Render is similar to mortar but with reduced lime.
 Cement comes in many forms and speciality mixes but I  will confine myself mainly to common Builder’s cement and GP (General Purpose) cement. Concrete mixes are more correctly apportioned by weight, but it is easier, and more common, to measure by volume so that’s how I will refer to mixes, that is a 3:2:1 mix is 3 parts gravel, 2 parts sand and 1 part cement by volume.
 Safety message – Concrete mixes are alkaline (high pH)  so hand protection is required when mixing the product, otherwise prolonged skin contact will dry out the skin and  in extreme cases, some skin flaking may occur. Eye protection is required and do not ingest cement of aggregate dusts. Waste and left-over products must be disposed of appropriately.
 What you need - 

 Cement (Builder’s or GP) Sand and/or some FINE gravel for texture if required (some products sold and “river sand” is actually more like fine gravel than sand) Cement colouring, if desired Water (tap water) Measuring and mixing containers Mixing tools (small spade, trowel, length of dowel rod). Mould of a shape to suit – tin, plastic container, wooden box, Pyrex dish (partner’s permission of course) or whatever takes your fancy shape wise. Mould should ideally include provision for legs Plastic or similar sheet on which to mix batch (I have been known to do pot-making on my concrete driveway.)
 NOTE

1. All materials are available in appropriate quantities from you local hardware store.2. The quantities of materials you require will depend on the size of the pot(s). More is better than less, a half-filled mould is a sad sight. 3. You can substitute cement and sand with a bag of 
pre-mixed mortar or render from the hardware store.

   4.   A plastic mould should release the cured pot easily. If other         materials are used, consider lining the mould with plastic         (Gladwrap, shopping bag or similar) to assist the release of        the cured pot.
    Now for the mixing and curing
   Use cement rich mix. A render mix is appropriate (say 3:1) using   clean sand. Substitute some of the sand with FINE gravel if you   want texture. Thoroughly mix dry products together in required   proportions (cement, sand/FINE gravel, and colouring if used). 
   Add water gradually, mixing all of the time until a stiff mix is    produced and let it sit for a few minutes. Give it another quick   mix. 
    Trowel the mixture into your mould. Push the mix into place with     the dowel stick so it is even and not less than 15mm thick for a    small/medium pot. Thicker for a large pot. Don’t forget drainage    hole(s) in the bottom. 

Cover the moulded product and place in a cool shady location (under the house?) and cover it with plastic and/or wet hessian cloth. The mould should not be disturbed for a week and the hessian re-wetted regularly.  
    After at least a week of curing, you can turn the pot out and     leave it for another week covered in plastic, out of the sun.     After this time the pot can be handled but beware the curing     will continue for weeks to come. 

After approximately another 2 weeks its full strength will be developed and it is a good idea to neutralise the alkalinity of the pot. This can be done by filling or soaking with an acid solution (1:5 vinegar and water) for a day or so. If the pot is too big just paint it on a couple of times with a stronger solution over a day or two. Concrete is naturally porous (as is unglazed pottery) so if you want to waterproof the pot, paint the inside with a water sealer from the hardware (choose one suitable for potable water use).

Chris’s funky concrete pot   NOTE1. The concrete mix has a usable life of approximately 1 
hour. It should be moulded within that hour and not disturbed after that time 2. If colouring is used, the finished shade will be substantially
lighter after it dries out compared to when it is wet. 
 
                                              Continued on page 6         p. 2



GRANT BOWIE RESTYLES JAPANESE BLACK PINE AT 2016 AABC
  Grant Bowie restyles Japanese Black Pine 
  Grant commenced bonsai in 1971 and from 1976 has  conducted numerous workshops and demonstrations including  the 2004, 2010 and 2016 AABC Conventions. He is currently  the curator of the National Bonsai and Penjing Collection  of Australia in Canberra. Grant’s special area of expertise are  pines, banskia, heavy bending of branches and redesigning of  old or damaged trees.

Lyn Farrell from Launceston provided this advanced healthyJapanese Black Pine as Grant’s demonstration material. 
  Grant explained that this tree has too much foliage to support   the thickness of the trunk. He proposes to chop the lowest  branch on the left leaving some of the branch to be jinned by  peeling back the bark from the collar creating short stumps.     The heavy branch at the back will also come off as it has done  its job of trunk thickening. He will also take off the branch  pointing to the front and then tilt the tree to give more  movement in the trunk.
  Once the major branches were removed, Grant proceeded to  thin the tree. He explained that his aim was to balance the  foliage all over the tree within the design.  

  

    
Working on removing the heavy branches   The apex is the hardest part of the tree to style. Don’t take too  much out of the apex (as this takes it back to a more juvenile  form). Whilst he thinned out the weak inner branchlets, he   kept the longer branches so that the apex would have  competing apical points and the pads of the tree can have   a bit more depth. 

   Although he noted that at this point in time some bar   branching remains, he recommends waiting a season or two  before he lowers the apex and trims out some of the thicker  portions. He would choose a brown flat, not too shallow pot  for this restyled Japanese Black Pine.

Japanese Black Pine now restyled. Grant will wait a season or two
before he brings down the apex and further refines the foliage pads.

  Grant Bowie’s “notes” at 2016 AABC: Overview  of Yearly cycle of Japanese Black Pine 
  Fertilise well in Spring  We are trying to build up the strength of the tree to allow us to   remove all (most) of the new spring growth and force another  growth cycle over summer with little or no fertilising after  candle pruning.    a) “Powerfeed”, “Charlie Carp”, “Nitrosol” or equivalent AND   b) “Osmocote” or equivalent with or without “Seasol”(which is    not a fertiliser) is getting close to requirements. 
  Remove (most) of Spring Growth when Hardened Off.  We wish to remove nearly all of the new spring growth which  can be quite long, have big gaps where there are no needles  and the needles can be very long. This “Candle pruning” then  causes new growth over summer and the new growth is more  compact and has more buds and increases the ramification all  over the tree.
  So:

 Depending on the length or shortness of your growing season, remove the new spring growth with scissors (leaving a very small stub) once it has fully extended and hardened off. You can tell when the needles are hardened off by the 
sharpness to the touch; the colour will be dark green; and, the needles don’t pull out easily (or fall out or damage if touched). Leave any small inner necessary growth or weak branches uncut. Note: In Tasmania and other cool climates you may 
need to remove spring growth before it has hardened off, whereas in Sydney or equivalent you may leave it as late as you can and still get summer growth; and in Brisbane you may even get 3 growth flushes. Needle pluck some older needles if your tree is ingood condition. 
                                                                        p. 3



GRANT BOWIE AT 2016 AABC ON JAPANESE BLACK PINES
  Grant Bowie’s “notes” at 2016 AABC:   Overview of Yearly cycle of Japanese   Black Pine continued from P. 3
  Should you stop or reduce fertilising before or at “Candle  Pruning” time?
 

  We are trying to get new growth during summer but want  the new growth to be as compact as we can (within reason)
  So: If you have not been fertilising at an adequate rate then I do not recommend the withdrawal of fertiliser at all. Keep fertilising at previous rate. If you have been fertilising at a moderate rate then it may or may not be beneficial to withdraw fertilising atthis point in time. If you have been fertilising at a high rate then it is probably beneficial to withdraw fertiliser. Definintely on younger more vigorous trees but less so on older less vigorous trees. If you have stopped fertilising at “Candle Pruning” then recommence in Autumn (once the new growth has fully extended and hardened off) Timing is everything.
  Bud selection on older trees 

  If everything has gone to plan your older pine should be  budding profusely and have a number of buds where the  spring candles were removed. 2, 3 or more buds is our aim.
So:

 If you have an older tree I suggest you do your bud 
selection as the buds emerge and lengthen. This will allow an older tree to put its energy into the 2 buds you have selected/thinned and give us nice compact growth. You could balance the vigour by keeping the slightly more vigorous buds on the lower branches but keeping the slightly less vigorous buds at the apex and the more vigorous growing areas. If the tree has only put out one bud then the fertilising
level was not adequate or the “Candle Pruning” was done too late.

Resume fertilising once the summer growth has hardened off
  We want to build up the vigour of the tree for winter by  resuming (or continuing) the fertilising once the summer  growth has hardened off.
  

  So: continue fertilising if you were during summer due to a low fertilising rate recommence at your normal fertilising rate if you were moderately fertilising recommence fertilising at half rate if you were fertilising at a very high rate during spring growth.
  Bud/new growth select on younger trees
  On younger more naturally vigorous black pines we should not  bud select in early summer but allow the tree to exhaust its  vigour into as many small branches as possible.
  So:

 At the end of autumn once the new growth has fully extended and hardened off we can thin out/select the new small branches we want to keep keep more vigorous growth if you live in colder regions of Australia keep smaller but still vigorous growth if you live in warmer regions of Australia
  Should you pluck off (most) old needles in Autumn?
  We may or may not remove the old needles in autumn   depending on the health of the tree. The more needles kept   the more vigorous the tree can be but you may get unwanted  thickening of the branches.
  So:

 assess whether to remove most, some or none of the old needles depending on the health of the tree.
  Should you cease fertilising going into winter?
  
  This will be a decision you will have to make
  So:

 If you need to increase the vigour of the tree generally and find it hard to apply enough fertiliser or regularly thenconsider continuing to fertilise. Success or necessity will depend on your climate Maybe unnecessary in warm areas because of the long growing season and applying fertiliser through winter maycause unwanted growth and lack of dormancy.
  When to shape, branch prune and wire?
  Autumn and winter are the most appropriate times for shaping,   branch pruning and wiring.
  
                                                                                       p. 4



Melaleuca styling by Quentin Valentine at 2016 AABC
 Melaleuca styling by Quentin at 2016 AABC

Quentin’s “Ulmus procera”at National Bonsai &Penging, Canberra

Quentin Valentine is well 
known in Victoria as a skilled 
bonsai practitioner. His 
commitment to sharing his art, 
knowledge and experience is 
widely acknowledged.Quentin worked in horticulture 
for 30 years and took up 
bonsai in 1989 after borrowing 
a book from the library. 

Quentin joined a few bonsai clubs and went to Japan Seminar 
House where he sought advice and gradually developed his 
skills. He is prepared to tackle almost any plant material and 
has tried his had at an increasing number of Australian species. He now has an extensive collection and some of his 
trees are on display at the National Bonsai and Penjing 
Collection of Australia in Canberra. Quentin was instrumental 
in setting up the Victorian Native Bonsai Club that commenced
in 2013 and took on the presidency.

  Melaleuca ericifolia  (Swamp Paperbark)
  At AABC in May, Quentin worked on two forms of Melaleuca  ericifolia (Swamp Paperbark), one dug from near the sea   and the other grown from a cutting.  Melaleuca ericifolia is   a hardy small tree, endemic to Southern Australia, with  narrow leaves and profuse, cream bottlebrush flowers  appearing in spring/summer. Tolerant of most soils and  situations, including waterlogging and heavy frosts.   Responds will to pruning. Quentin worked with two different  forms of the same species (Melaleuca ericifolia): Form I - “deciduous” style; Form 2 “Twister”. 
  Tree Form 1 “Deciduous Style”
  When styling Australian natives you need to approach   each individual specimen, take into account how they   grow horticulturally and then you need to represent their  presentation in nature with less branches.

Melaleuca Tree Form 1

  For this tree you need to cut out what you definitely don’t want;  wire it up and out as in a “deciduous” style; and begin building a  second trunk. Quentin noted that this tree is a little heavy in the  mid area so it needs to be more open so you can see the branch  structure.  With respect to the crown you should aim for a rounded  crown so you will have to cut back and grow the tree again.
  When you have a big tree you need to get the basic structure  correct, that is you need to satisfy basic artistic elements   including drawing the eye in, showing some depth of the tree,  making the branch lines intersect as seen in nature and shaping   a pleasing somewhat rounded crown. Quentin explained that in  this “deciduous” style he does not like a lot of “dead” pieces.

Tree now styled into a basic structure with secondary trunk
  Tree Form 2 “Twister”
  Quentin noted that there are two major parts of foliage on this   tree and he wants to keep both. He will thin out this tree   removing some of the heavy pieces and then wire it as a  “windswept” form with two major branches. 

Melaleuca Tree Form 2
  He explained that you must not just hedge trim – you have to go  between branches and occasionally you have to cut back hard to  get the foliage nearer to the trunk. Although the top of this tree   has not been sorted yet, Quentin is leaving the top to grow and  will cut back hard in February.



NATIVES, HOME-MADE POTS AND EVENTS CALENDAR 
Quentin Valentine on Melaleuca – from p. 5

Melaleuca Tree Form 2 well into styling its basic structure
Pots and Potting Natives
With respect to pots, he recommended the more “natural style” (e.g. Pat Kennedy pots), although he believes that most potters are not making this style of pots big enough for some natives to survive horticulturally. 
He explained that potting can be done any time of year but in Melbourne mid-October through to March has been moresuccessful. Pick a week where it is relatively warm – mid-twenties. 
You can collect natives around May as they remain slightly dormant over the winter and this means that their root system has time to recover.
 It really takes some experience to successfully collect and re-pot natives and not only does the micro-climate, soil composition and growth cycle impact your success but alsothe species you are working with. It is a good idea to study the species natural habitat and distribution. 

  So You Want to Make a Concrete Pot – from p. 2
3. If the mix becomes too sloppy (should be stiff) add more cement.4. The mix will heat up as it cures and the pot will shrink as the water is used up in the curing process.5. If you can’t mould the legs when the pot is cast, they can be added when the pot is turned out after a week.6. I have described using a female mould (the mix goes inside the mould). You can also use a male mould (the mix is formed around the mould) but this type of mould has to have a lot of “give” in it as the concrete shrinks when it cures. If the mould is too stiff the pot will crack.

  Sounds like a lot of trouble for a pot? The pros and cons include: It requires a bit of mucking around but the end product is something you have made yourself. The size/shapes are limitless – you can tailor the pots’ size/shapes to your needs It is inexpensive You do not need any special or expensive tools You can make very large trainer pots  On the downside: They take a bit of time to make The pots will be heavier than the same-sized fired clay pots They are durable but not as durable as fired clay pots They have to be neutralised to reduce their alkalinity (unless they contain alkaline loving plants) They can be painted or the cement coloured but cement pots will never that the gloss and/or colour and fine finish of a fired clay pot.  I have only discussed making a moulded pot. There are other   options to shape the pot that I will discuss in a future article. 
Wooden Pots are also Easy to Make

Roz’s wooden home-made training pot

BONSAI EVENTS CALENDAR
Date Event Details 

27-28 August 2016  Bonsai Society of Sydney Annual Bonsai  Exhibition  Forestville RSL Club, 22 Melwood Av, Forestville
9-11 Sept 2016  17th Stanwell Tops Conference, Illawarra  Bonsai Club  Tops Conference Centre, Stanwell Tops
17-18 Sept, 2016  Bonsai Society of Australia Show “From   the Mountains to the Sea”  Don Moore Centre, cnr North Rocks Rd & Farnell St, Carlingford
15-16 Oct, 2016 The School of Bonsai Annual Show Ray Nesci Nursery, 26 Sagars Rd, Dural
11-13 Nov 2016  Newcastle Bonsai Society Exhibition   Charlestown Bowling Club, 5 Lincoln St, Charlestown
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